
Friday, 5th August 2022 (Week 2)

Kia Ora, Parents/Guardians,

Great to be back at school and without too much disruption with sickness. We had a great school trip last week to the Faraday
Centre to spark our students' interest in ‘how things work’ and comparing how things worked in older times to now and the influence
technology has and is having on our lives. Last week we also began planting some of our 500 new natives at school and we are all
excited to get the last around 200 in over the next two weeks.

On Monday this week, we had a representative from every child come along to Student/Teacher/Parent interviews and on behalf of
the school I must thank all those who were able to attend to discuss their child’s learning and also all the teachers for their time and
dedication in ensuring each child had the opportunity to share their success and learning for the year. I must also thank those
parents who have been able to help with transport and attending the Faraday trip, those who could spare some time to work with
some kids in our native tree planting and finally to the the group of young ladies who formed the ‘cleaning/gardening’ crew last
Saturday which generated nearly $500 as part of the Quiz Night fundraiser. Fantastic effort by all and hoping everyone enjoys a
successful weekend. Haisley Robson, Principal

VISIT TO FARADAY CENTRE

After visiting the Faraday Centre, the Juniors have been interested in inventions from the past that make our lives
easier today. The Juniors completed some writing on what they would invent to help them with tasks in their daily lives

I would invent a food maker. Press any button and it teleports food to the table or the couch. Then it turns on the TV for you.  It will be called
Cool Chef - Tyce

I would invent a machine that gives you spare clothes whenever you need it. Like if you wanted to go swimming, you just bring it with you and it
gives you spare clothes. It would be called The Clothes Bringer - Maddi

I would invent a tree climber. Switch the lever and it takes you up. It will be called the Tree Climber! - Parker

I would invent a robot. He cleans up the mess that I make. It does anything for me. It is called Duncan - Harper



Photos of Omnigym Visit

NOTICE OF MEETING
Sherenden Bus Society Incorporated

Notice of Annual General Meeting
To be held at 7pm on Tuesday the 30th of August

At the Sherenden Hall.

R E M I N D E R
Cluster Cross Country - Friday, 26 August 2022

Students are all required to be transported to Kereru.
If it is not possible to organise transport to Kereru
please get in touch with the school.

UPCOMING DATES AND EVENTS

11th August Assembly led by Korimako

18th August School Cross Country at Tuna Nui

26th August Cluster Cross Country at Kererū School - all children will need to be
transported to Kererū for that day

5th September Week of ‘Bookweek’

8th August/19th Sept BOT meetings

22nd September Pet Day

30th September Term 3 ends




